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Abstract

Effective and cost-efficient monitoring is indispensable
for ensuring environmental sustainability. Cyanobacterial
Harmful Algal Blooms (CyanoHABs) are a major water
quality and public health issue in inland water bodies. The
recent popularity of online social media (OSM) platforms
coupled with advances in cloud computing and data analyt-
ics has given rise to citizen science-based approaches to en-
vironmental monitoring. These approaches involve the lay
community in the acquisition, collection and transmission
of relevant data in the form of tweets, images, voice record-
ings and videos typically acquired using low-cost mobile
devices such as smartphones or tablet computers. While
cost effective, citizen science-based approaches are highly
susceptible to noise, inaccuracies and missing data. In this
paper we address the problem of automated detection of
harmful algal blooms (HABs) via analysis of image data
of inland water bodies. These image data are acquired us-
ing a variety of smartphones and communicated via popular
OSM platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram.
To account for the wide variations in imaging parameters
and ambient environmental parameters we propose a deep
learning approach to image feature extraction and classifi-
cation for the purpose of HAB detection. The current system
is a first step in the design of an automated early detection,
warning and rapid response system that can be adopted to
mitigate the detrimental effects of CyanoHAB contamina-
tion of inland water bodies.

Keywords— deep learning, texture classification, image
segmentation, HAB detection, citizen science.

1. Introduction
Accurate, cost-effective, and targeted monitoring is

a critical aspect of sustainable management of the
environment. Cyanobacterial Harmful Algal Blooms
(CyanoHABs) are a major water quality and public health
issue in inland water bodies, such as lakes and ponds, since
they hamper recreational activities, degrade aquatic habitats
and potentially affect human, livestock and wildlife health

via toxic contamination [2, 6, 9, 37]. Existing approaches
for monitoring of inland water bodies, i.e., in situ sampling
and satellite-based remote sensing, suffer from serious lim-
itations in terms of cost, data resolution and accuracy. Tra-
ditional in situ sampling techniques are laborious and time-
consuming and prohibitively expensive for real time mon-
itoring of high-frequency environmental phenomena such
as water pollution and natural hazard impact assessment.
Satellite-based remote sensing techniques can be cost ef-
fective but are much less accurate because of mixed pixel
issues, geometric noise and radiometric noise. The inher-
ent limitations on the resolution of satellite image data of-
ten introduce errors in the resulting prediction models and
algorithms. In situ remote sensing, using hyperspectral sen-
sors deployed in the field, addresses some of the limitations
of satellite image data. Hyperspectral sensors can be use-
ful in rapid, targeted, and cost-effective monitoring of envi-
ronmental phenomena, especially when these sensors oper-
ate, acquire, and transmit data based on an observer-induced
triggering mechanism. However, hyperspectral sensors typ-
ically have a limited spatial field of view and hence preclude
a dense spatial sampling of the underlying environmental
phenomena. This may cause the sensors to miss certain en-
vironmental phenomena, such as CyanoHABs, in their early
stages of development.

With the increasing popularity of online social media
(OSM) platforms, such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram,
coupled with advances in cloud computing and data analyt-
ics, there has been a growing trend towards adopting citi-
zen science-based approaches to environmental monitoring.
The goal is to leverage the OSM platforms to expand the ob-
server base to include not only environmental scientists and
restoration officials but also the lay community at large (i.e.,
citizen scientists), which includes local area residents and
businesses, fishermen and tourists, to encourage more fre-
quent and comprehensive environmental monitoring. The
citizen science-based approaches are typically based on ac-
quisition, collection and transmission of data, in the form of
tweets, images, voice recordings and videos, using low-cost
mobile devices such as smartphones or tablet computers.
The citizen science-based approaches are intended to com-
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Figure 1. Pipeline of the proposed framework for HAB detection

plement the traditional in situ and remote sensing-based ap-
proaches to environmental monitoring.

In this paper, we describe the design and implementa-
tion of a citizen science-based platform for early detection
of CyanoHABs in inland water bodies. In particular, we ad-
dress the problem of automated detection of harmful algal
blooms (HABs) via analysis of images of inland water bod-
ies. The image data are acquired using a variety of smart-
phones and tablet computers and communicated via popular
OSM platforms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram
to a central data server. One of the primary challenges in
analyzing these images is ensuring robustness of the result-
ing algorithms to the wide variations in imaging parame-
ters (i.e., camera resolution, viewpoint, scale and clutter)
and ambient environmental conditions (i.e., weather and il-
lumination). To this end we propose a deep learning-based
approach to image feature extraction and classification for
the purpose of HAB detection. We demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of the proposed approach via experimental results
on a diverse image dataset comprising of images of vari-
ous inland water bodies acquired using a variety of smart-
phone cameras with wide variations in imaging parameters
and ambient environmental conditions. With the robust in-
tegration of multimodal data (i.e., tweets, images, videos,
voice, and text) from localized detrimental environmental
phenomena, we expect the proposed system to constitute
a first step towards the development of an early warning,
rapid response and optimal sensor deployment infrastruc-
ture for comprehensive environmental monitoring, sustain-
ability and restoration.

2. Related work
Most recent work on the detection of HABs in in-

land water bodies has focused on analysis of remotely
sensed satellite images where the goal is to detect and
map CyanoHABs based on the phycocyanin (PC) absorp-
tion characteristics of the reflected spectrum in the 620

nm wavelength band [18]. The 620 nm reflectance band
is typically contaminated by chlorophyll-a (found in all
phytoplankton and green algae), colored dissolved organic
matter (CDOM) and totally suspended sediment (TSS) in
the water body [3]. Consequently, extracting the char-
acteristic CyanoHAB spectral signature entails a complex
deconvolution operation [19]. To this end, several algo-
rithms have been proposed for quantification of cyanobac-
terial concentration from satellite data: the single band
ratio algorithm [32], semi-empirical algorithm [7], nested
semi-empirical band ratio algorithm [35] and the maximum
peak height (MPH) algorithm [20]-[23]. These algorithms
are also used to compute various water quality indices.
Matthews and Odermatt [23] use the MPH algorithm to
compute the sun-induced chlorophyll fluorescence (SICF)
peak, the sun-induced phycocyanin absorption and fluores-
cence (SIPAF) peak, the normalized difference vegetation
index (NDVI) and the backscatter and absorption-induced
reflectance (BAIR) peak. Oyama et al. [27] compute the
maximum chlorophyll index (MCI), cyanobacterial index
(CI), floating algal index (FAI), normalized difference veg-
etation index (NDVI) and the normalized difference water
index (NDWI) using a variant of the MPH algorithm.

Although satellite remote sensing can be used to moni-
tor environmental parameters across a broad study area at
a regional scale, it has serious practical limitations when
monitoring a localized phenomenon such as the initiation of
CyanoHABs in a water body. Satellite data cannot be used
to develop an accurate early warning system for localized
environmental phenomena because of their limited spatial,
spectral, and temporal resolution. Issues such as mixed pix-
els, atmospheric interference, lack of a useful band center,
and occasional poor site revisit time could potentially in-
troduce serious errors in the predictive model or cause it
to miss the environmental phenomenon altogether. In situ
remote sensing using hyperspectral sensors mounted in the
vicinity of the water body can address some of the short-



comings of satellite remote sensing [24]-[26]. However, the
limited field of view of these sensors precludes dense spatial
sampling of large water bodies.

Citizen science-based monitoring has the potential to
effectively complement the aforementioned traditional ap-
proaches to environmental monitoring. Image data acquired
by lay citizens using a variety of smartphones and tablets
and communicated via popular OSM platforms such as
Facebook, Twitter and Instagram could be potentially used
as input to an early CyanoHAB warning system. A ma-
jor shortcoming of using such data is that they can be ex-
tremely noisy and also exhibit wide variations with respect
to the imaging parameters (i.e., camera resolution, view-
point, scale and clutter) and ambient environmental condi-
tions (i.e., weather and illumination). In this paper, our goal
is to perform early detection of HABs in inland water bodies
using such image data acquired by lay citizens.

To ensure a low false alarm rate and low miss rate for the
detection of HABs, the extracted image features and the im-
age analysis algorithms need to be robust to noise and the
aforementioned variations in imaging parameters and am-
bient environmental conditions. In recent times, deep (i.e.,
multi-layer) convolutional neural networks (CNNs or Con-
vNets) have been observed to be very effective in extract-
ing robust high-level features (i.e., abstractions) from very
diverse input image data [15]. In particular, generic image
features generated by a deep ConvNet pretrained on the very
diverse ImageNet dataset [31] have been shown to be capa-
ble of tackling a wide range of image recognition tasks such
as object detection, fine-grained object classification, scene
recognition, attribute detection and content-based image re-
trieval on very diverse datasets [34].

In the context of HAB detection, image data acquired by
lay citizens are observed to contain a lot of clutter. Images
may contain regions or surfaces other than those that can be
classified as lakes or ponds, such as, sand, sky, trees, and
grass, to cite a few. Since region classification is highly
sensitive to noise and clutter, these noisy regions can seri-
ously impact the HAB detection accuracy. To address this
shortcoming, we propose a two-stage classification pipeline
wherein the first stage entails a general classification pro-
cedure to extract lake regions from the input image using a
bottom-up agglomerative clustering procedure. This is fol-
lowed by the second stage which comprises of a fine clas-
sification procedure to detect HABs in the extracted lake
regions. We rely primarily on texture and color cues for
region classification by leveraging the deep ConvNet fea-
tures. Textural properties provide useful information for un-
derstanding scenes and discriminating between foreground
objects and the background, especially when the shapes of
the objects do not convey useful information.

The computer vision research community has invested
significant research effort in texture recognition and classi-

fication [5, 17, 33]. Most of the works on texture recog-
nition and classification have traditionally focused on ma-
terial recognition [33, 17] and scene understanding [29]. In
contrast, recognizing regions or surfaces in cluttered natural
scenes containing multiple object categories (such as cloud,
sky, water etc.) is relatively less explored. Color features,
on the other hand, have been observed to perform well for
object detection [10], image classification [11] and texture
classification [14]. Khan et. al. [12, 14] have shown that
color attributes combined with textural cues result in a sig-
nificant improvement in the performance of texture-based
region classification and recognition algorithms.

3. Contribution of the paper
Our primary goal is to detect and segment HABs in an in-

put image. To accomplish this goal, we first perform a gen-
eral classification of surfaces or regions in the input image
to extract the lake regions, followed by a domain-specific
classification of the lake regions. This problem can be for-
mulated as a general surface/region categorization problem,
where the main challenge is that, surfaces in natural scenes
are typically heterogeneous in terms of their color and tex-
ture attributes and highly cluttered. Recognizing surfaces
or regions in natural scenes is particularly challenging on
account of three reasons:
(1) It is extremely difficult to represent surfaces from nat-
ural images in appearance space on account of high intra-
class variation. Textures of surfaces in natural images tend
to appear as clutter in that they cannot be represented us-
ing a single texture category. For example, the surface of
a mountain could be characterized as either rocky, bushy,
rugged or more than one or all of the above (i.e., cluttered)
and hence surface extraction using a single classifier would
be highly inefficient.
(2) In some cases, lack of identifiable patterns renders tex-
ture recognition approaches impractical. For example, sur-
faces such as sky or water may not have any reliable textural
attributes, which makes recognition challenging.
(3) Lack of high level cues such as shape, that could po-
tentially aid recognition. Exploiting the global shape of an
object has been shown to improve texture recognition per-
formance in general [5]. However, in natural scenes many
objects do not have a well-defined rigid shape.

The main contribution of this paper is the formulation
of an agglomerative clustering-based optimization frame-
work, inspired by [36], to integrate surface fragments or su-
perpixels [30] such that the likelihood of surface categories
that are too heterogeneous to be characterized by a single
textural attribute is maximized. We define a heterogeneous
surface category as a combination of multiple textural at-
tributes, such that any subregion or superpixel of the entire
heterogeneous surface, provides only a local view of the un-
derlying surface category. It is only by combining or inte-



grating multiple such subregions or superpixels, in a man-
ner that maximizes the likelihood of the surface category,
that we can recover the entire underlying surface reliably.
Commonly used segmentation techniques such as Condi-
tional Random Field (CRF) models use edge potentials to
exploit similarities between regions or pixels. However in
our case, the goal is to group superpixels such that the like-
lihood of the object increases when grouped than not. We
chose agglomerative grouping-based techniques as they are
simple, parameter free and, being insensitive to the choice
of number of initial segments, are shown to perform well
in such situations [36]. The proposed formulation can be
viewed as similar to putting jig-saw puzzle pieces together,
since the puzzle pieces once properly joined make more
sense than before. For the purpose of texture recognition
we extend the deep filter banks technique proposed by [4].
We improvise the approach proposed in [4] by omitting the
fully-connected (FC)-CNN descriptor which provides ob-
ject shape information (since we do not rely on the high-
level shape description of the underlying surface) while re-
taining the Fisher vector (FV)-CNN descriptor.

In the proposed framework, we take a top-down ap-
proach by over-segmenting the image to generate super-
pixels and cluster the superpixels iteratively based on tex-
ture, color and semantic contextual cues. The pipeline of
the proposed approach is shown in Figure 1. We integrate
textural and color attributes along with other learned con-
textual cues, to address the challenges mentioned above.
The combination of textural attributes with color-based at-
tributes has been shown to yield significant improvement
in texture recognition performance [12, 14]. Semantic con-
textual cues are represented by pairwise spatial locations of
surfaces learned during training, and have been shown to
improve object recognition performance [8]. Since natural
scenes are highly cluttered and contain textureless surfaces
such as sky or stagnant water, incorporating semantic con-
text into the proposed framework allows us to prune a lot of
noisy classifications while recovering some of the texture-
less surfaces.

4. Overall System Description
The primary goal of the system is to perform early detec-

tion of HABs in inland water bodies using images acquired
and communicated by lay citizens via popular OSM plat-
forms such as Facebook, Twitter and Instagram. We have
recently developed a mobile software application (i.e., app)
that enables users to capture using smartphones and upload
over the Internet, images of lakes across the world using the
aforementioned OSM platforms. The mobile app also lets
users provide a textual description of the lake, along with
its Global Positioning System (GPS) coordinates and other
relevant metadata, which is then published as a tweet upon
submission. The purpose of the mobile app is to collect data

as well as to create general public awareness about the se-
riousness of CyanoHAB contamination via publication of
tweets on OSM platforms (in our case, on Twitter using a
hashtag).

Data collection on a global scale from lay citizens via
OSM is an easy and cost effective solution; the main prob-
lem lies in the effective processing of the data, as explained
in Section 3. The images acquired via OSM are typically
noisy and may contain surfaces or regions other than lakes.
We have developed a framework for detecting HABs from
images collected by lay citizens to complement traditional
approaches, such as in-situ sampling and satellite remote
sensing, which also suffer from critical shortcomings as ex-
plained in Section 1. We propose a two-stage classifica-
tion framework to first extract lake regions in the image us-
ing agglomerative clustering-based optimization, and then
classify the extracted lake regions as containing HABs or
not. The current framework is the first step in the design
of a comprehensive automated system for early detection of
CyanoHAB contamination. Our ultimate goal is to design
a unified framework for robust detection of CyanoHABs
in their early stages of development by integrating multi-
modal data such as citizen-science image data and satellite
image data, in situ sensor data, and high-level textual infor-
mation obtained via analysis of tweets and OSM posts (by
leveraging recent advances in Natural Language Process-
ing).

5. Dataset
To evaluate the performance of our approach, we pro-

pose a new benchmark dataset consisting of images of natu-
ral scenes of inland water bodies (with and without HABs),
obtained using our mobile citizen science app, as well as
images gathered from other sources such as Google Images
and Flickr. Figure 2 shows a few sample images from our
dataset. Our dataset currently consists of 316 images, where
we randomly assign 200 images to the training set and 116
images to the test set. We have identified 5 surface cate-
gories that occur predominantly and consistently in all im-
ages across our dataset, i.e., lake (clear), tree, grass, sky
and lake (HAB). We have also identified a few more cate-
gories such as mountain, sand, etc.; but since we currently
do not have sufficient training or test instances for these cat-
egories, we label them as a single background category. The
general paucity of images in our dataset can be attributed to
the fact that we are dealing with a very specific applica-
tion for which there are very few publicly available bench-
mark images; hence our focus on acquisition and analysis
of crowd-sourced images. Owing to the nature of the appli-
cation, the crowd-sourced images typically exhibit a signif-
icant class imbalance. For example, the images containing
lakes with HABs are significantly fewer than those contain-
ing clear lakes. But, since our primary goal is to detect



HAB-infested lake regions, we aim to obtain as many im-
ages of HAB-infested lakes as possible; images of clear lake
regions can be efficiently used as a negative set for hard
mining of negative instances. We have also developed an
annotation toolbox that allows users to manually segment
different regions of an image by drawing boundaries around
them and to identify and annotate (i.e., tag) these regions.
The toolbox also allows users to report noisy images, i.e.,
images that are not of natural scenes or ones that do not
contain lake regions.

6. Agglomerative clustering-based optimiza-
tion

The goal of the optimization step in the proposed frame-
work is to group superpixels so as to maximize the likeli-
hood of a heterogeneous or cluttered surface category. The
proposed optimization procedure effectively integrates the
extracted textural and color cues with the learned contex-
tual cues, by iteratively clustering the super-segments or
superpixels using a convergence criterion based on a pixel-
level entropy function [36]. The purpose of the proposed
optimization procedure is to arrive at an optimal labeling
of each superpixel with a label of one of the predefined
surface categories. The proposed agglomerative clustering
combines multiple cues (i.e., color, textural, and contextual)
while minimizing a pixel-level entropy function via group-
ing of superpixels so as to maximize the appearance of a
heterogeneous surface category. The agglomerative cluster-
ing procedure guided by the aforementioned convergence
criterion eliminates the need for deciding the final number
of clusters before hand.

An individual superpixel Si ∈ S, provides only a local
view to a region-based classifier, which is typically insuffi-
cient to ensure global agreement with its surface category,
especially when dealing with surface categories that con-
tain heterogeneous textural patterns. The goal of the ag-
glomerative clustering procedure is to iteratively group the
superpixels to reduce the overall entropy and thereby obtain
globally meaningful regions. The optimal segmentation G∗

is given by the minimization of the pixel-level entropy func-
tion as follows:

G∗ = argmin
G

U(G) (1)

where

U(G) =

N∑
l=1

|S|∑
j=1

−P (l|Sj) log(P (l|Sj)|Sj | (2)

Here U(G) is the pixel-level entropy of the segmentation
state G, |Si| denotes the total number of pixels in the su-
perpixel Si , |S| denotes the total number of superpixels in

the test image I , and N denotes the number of surface cat-
egories.
P (l|Si) represents the probability of the segment, super-

pixel or region Si belonging to a class l ∈ N and is given
by:

P (l|Si) = w(1)P (l|ASi
) + w(2)P (l|DSi

) (3)

where 0 ≤ {w(1), w(2)} ≤ 1 and w(1) + w(2) = 1.
P (l|ASi

) is the probability of a region or superpixel Si

belonging to the class l, given its appearance score ASi .
We use Platt’s scaling [28] to convert Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM) classification scores to probabilities. Similarly
P (l|DSi

) represents the probability of the superpixel Si be-
longing to class l given its 2D location, as explained in Sec-
tion 6.1.3. Weights {w(1), w(2)} are learned by maximizing
the classification likelihood on the training data.

For an image I, we initially compute a set of superpix-
els {Si|i = 1 . . .K} using the method discussed in Section
6.2.1. Subsequently, for each superpixel Si, the probabil-
ity that the superpixel belongs to class l ∈ L, is computed
using equation (3). A pair of superpixels (Si, Sj) can be
merged if (a) the superpixels are adjacent to each other, and
(b) the merging reduces the overall pixel-level entropy. The
impact of merging a pair of superpixels (Si, Sj) on the over-
all pixel-level entropy is denoted by A(Si, Sj) and is given
by:

A(Si, Sj) =

{
R(Si, Sj) if, Sj ∈ NSi

0 otherwise,
(4)

where NSi is the adjacency neighborhood of Si. R(Si, Sj)
is computed as follows:

R(Si, Sj) = U(G)− U(G ∪ {Sk}\{Si, Sj})(|Si|+ |Sj |)
(5)

where Sk = Si ∪ Sj . From equations (2), (3) and (5),

R(Si, Sj) =

N∑
l=1

P (l|Sk) log(P (l|Sk)|Si + Sj |

−
{( N∑

l=1

P (l|Si) log(P (l|Si)|Si|
)

+

( N∑
l=1

P (l|Sj) log(P (l|Sj)|Sj |
)}

(6)

In order to perform agglomerative clustering of the super-
pixels, we randomly initialize a set of seed superpixels
Sinit ⊂ S. For each superpixel in Sinit, we merge it with
each of its neighbors and choose the pair that results in the
maximum reduction in the overall pixel-level entropy. Also
we perform multiple random initializations of Sinit to avoid
convergence to a local minimum.



Figure 2. Sample images from the proposed benchmark dataset.

6.1. Training

6.1.1 Textural Features

We use FV-CNN features [4] to characterize the texture of
each image segment. The FV-CNN features are an orderless
representation of the CNN features and hence ideally suited
for texture recognition. FV-CNN features are shown to out-
perform most state-of-the-art texture detectors [4]. We im-
provise the approach in [4] by removing the FC-CNN fea-
tures from their architecture. Since the FC-CNN features
provide high-level shape information, they were deemed re-
dundant for our purpose. The FV-CNN is obtained by com-
puting the FV representation over the CNN features. Also,
for practical purposes, we extract FV-CNN features for the
entire image once, and then compute the scores and his-
tograms individually for each super-segment. This allows
efficient search for combinations of superpixels that maxi-
mize the appearance of heterogeneous surfaces. To encode
the extracted features, we compute η (where η = 64) Gaus-
sian priors from the data for robust representation of the un-
derlying feature distribution, and using the priors we embed
the data into an FV.

6.1.2 Color Features

Instead of using the traditional linguistic label-based rep-
resentation of colors, we extend the discriminative color
descriptors (DCDs) [13] approach that clusters color val-
ues based on their discriminative power in a classification
task. We use the DCDs extracted using [13] and compute
a FV representation similar to the one for textural features
described in Section 6.1.1. We compute η (where η = 32)
Gaussian priors from the data for embedding the data into
an FV representation.

6.1.3 Location Context
Since surfaces in natural scenes are cluttered and sometimes
textureless, the surface classification results could be poten-
tially ambiguous. To address this problem, we learn contex-
tual information about the surfaces and use it to resolve the
ambiguity. Location context denotes the information about
the location of a surface with respect to other surfaces that
can be used as a prior to improve classification performance.
Location context is easy to learn and has been shown to per-
form well in object recognition tasks. In our case, we learn
the location context in order to predict the likelihood of a su-
perpixel belonging to a specific surface category. To learn
the location context, we simply average the occurrences of
each surface category at each location. For each surface cat-
egory, we load all the annotated instances and compute bi-
nary instance masks. By projecting the instance masks into
a 1 × 1 2D unit space, (which can be denoted as the stan-
dard image) we first compute the likelihood of occurrence
of each surface category at each point in the standard im-
age space. We then compute the joint probability of occur-
rence for each surface category, using the computed individ-
ual likelihoods. In addition, we also compute the pairwise
(conditional) probabilities, i.e., given that a surface category
occurs at a certain location in the standard image space, we
compute the likelihood of occurrence for other surface cat-
egories at each point in the standard image space.

We used 200 images from the training set to learn the lo-
cation context. Figure 3 is a visualization of the individual
and joint probability of occurrences for each surface cat-
egory, learned from the training set using the method de-
scribed above. As shown in Figure 3, surface categories
such as lake or tree, appear more uniformly distributed since
they occur in almost every image in our dataset. In contrast,
categories such as mountain or grass have a patchy appear-
ance in Figure 3 since they occur much less frequently.



Figure 3. Learned location context: The first row represents the joint probabilities and the second row represents the individual probability
of occurrence of each surface category. Note: For better visualization, the joint probability values in the second row are normalized to 1.

Algorithm 1 Agglomerative Clustering
1: Randomly initialize a set of seed superpixels Sinit ⊂ S;
2: Compute pixel-level entropy U(G);
3: do
4: Assign Û(G) = U(G)
5: for each superpixel Si ∈ S, do

- Compute P (l|Si) using equation (3).
- Compute A(Si, Sj) for each neighbor Sj using

equation (4);
6: Merge the superpixel pair with the least entropy.
7: Compute combined pixel-level entropy U(G),
8: while U(G) < Û(G)

6.2. Testing

6.2.1 Image segmentation using superpixels

To generate superpixels, we use the simple linear iterative
clustering (SLIC) procedure [1] to over-segment the image.
In our experiments, we use the SLIC procedure with smaller
region sizes and a higher value for the regularizer, so that
the resulting segmentation aids the iterative clustering pro-
cedure during optimization.

6.2.2 Agglomerative clustering

We perform surface categorization for each superpixel Si ∈
S. A set of trained SVM-based appearance classifiers fol-
lowed by Platt’s scaling is used to obtain the probability
values for each positive response. The agglomerative clus-
tering procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. In order to
prevent the optimization from converging to a local mini-
mum, we perform multiple initializations of the agglomer-
ative clustering procedure by randomly generating different
initial sets of seed superpixels Sinit ⊂ S (Algorithm 1).

6.2.3 Detection of HABs
Once we extract the pixels that correspond to lake regions,
we deploy an instance-level binary SVM classifier trained
to further classify the lake regions as HAB vs. clear lake
surfaces. We train the SVM classifier on features extracted
from HAB and clear lake images.

7. Experimental results
We demonstrate the performance of the proposed texture

recognition technique which is modeled as a multi-class
classification problem followed by a fine-grained classifica-
tion problem. We first extract lake regions from the test im-
age followed by fine-grained classification of the extracted
lake region to determine whether it contains an HAB or not.
To the best of our knowledge, most existing approaches rely
on either satellite images or in situ water sampling to de-
tect HABs in water bodies; there are very few full-fledged
image-based approaches to detect HABs [16].

7.1. Agglomerative clustering-based optimization

Results of the proposed agglomerative clustering-based
optimization procedure (i.e., Stage 1 classification) for joint
classification and segmentation of multiple image surfaces
are shown in Table 1. The results demonstrate the useful-
ness of location context in reducing ambiguity and enhanc-
ing classification accuracy, as well as the improvement in
classification accuracy due to the agglomerative clustering-
based optimization procedure. Figure 4 shows qualitative
results for joint classification and segmentation of multiple
image surfaces. Similarly, Figure 5 demonstrates the quali-
tative improvement in classification accuracy due to the in-
clusion of location context.

7.2. Classification of lakes: HAB vs. clear

Results of the proposed scheme for binary classification
of lake regions into clear and HAB categories based on tex-



Table 1. Performance analysis of the proposed system for joint classification and segmentation of image surfaces using precision and recall
measures. The performance of the proposed system is compared to the performance of the scheme described in [36] which does not use
agglomerative clustering and the performance of proposed system without the use of location context.

Categories Proposed System w/o. Agg. Clustering [36] w/o Location Context

Precision Recall Precision Recall Precision Recall
Lake (clear) 0.78 0.61 0.54 0.52 0.74 0.58

Tree 0.71 0.58 0.60 0.44 0.67 0.51
Grass 0.68 0.71 0.57 0.58 0.66 0.73
Sky 0.84 0.88 0.72 0.66 0.77 0.80

Lake (HAB) 0.71 0.68 0.61 0.46 0.64 0.48

Figure 4. Qualitative results of the proposed agglomerative
clustering-based optimization for joint detection and segmentation
of clear and HAB Lake regions. The left column shows test im-
ages, where the right column shows extracted lake regions.

Figure 5. Improvement in classification accuracy due to location
context. Left: Test image; Middle: Extracted lake region with-
out location context; Right: Improvement in classification using
location context.

tural (FV-CNN) and color (DCD) features (i.e., Stage 2 clas-
sification) are given in Table 2. The proposed scheme is
compared with the scheme of Lazorchak et al. [16] which
performs binary classification of lake regions into clear and
HAB categories using color histogram features. We have
implemented the scheme of Lazorchak et al. [16] using hue-
saturation-intensity (HSV) histograms with 300 bins and a
binary SVM classifier. Note that the scheme of Lazorchak
et al. [16] is restricted to binary classification and, unlike

the proposed framework, does not perform segmentation of
multi-surface (i.e., heterogeneous) images. Table 2 shows
that, given the segmented lake regions, the proposed scheme
performs significantly better than the scheme of Lazorchak
et al. [16] in classifying lake regions as either clear or HAB
surfaces.

Table 2. Comparison of HAB detection performance within lake
regions (using precision and recall) of the proposed approach and
that of Lazorchak et al. [16].

Proposed Scheme Lazorchak et al. [16]
Precision 0.87 0.764

Recall 0.844 0.81

8. Conclusions and Future Work
We have demonstrated quantitatively that the proposed

agglomerative clustering-based approach for automatic de-
tection of HABs using images acquired by lay citizens, can
yield good results, providing an effective and cost-efficient
means for monitoring of HABs in inland water bodies. The
current system is an initial step towards a design of an auto-
mated early detection, warning and rapid response system,
to mitigate the detrimental effects of CyanoHAB contami-
nation. In future, we intend to integrate multi-modal infor-
mation, such as citizen-science image data, satellite image
data, in situ sensor data and textual information obtained via
tweets and OSM posts within the current framework. Our
ultimate goal is to design a unified framework for robust de-
tection of CyanoHABs in their early stages of development.
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